AXIS2SS FAQ
Q. What is the maximum weight AXIS2SS can carry?
A. 500-600 pounds estimated.
Q. What is Surge and Sway?
A. Surge is front to back or longitudinal movement and Sway is left to right or lateral movement.
Surge primarily translates acceleration and deceleration forces. Sway primarily translates sideslip
and corner loading scenarios.
Q. Will there be a guideline for optimal placement of the seat in relation to the axis of
movement?

A. While weight distribution is important, generally speaking, this should not be a problem with
normal / expected setups.

Q. is there a plan to incorporate this with additional motion? An upgrade path, shall we say?
A. We do have an upgrade path in place for AXIS2-SS and AXIS1-Y YAW platform. More details

regarding this upgrade path will be revealed over the coming months when we are closer to our final
launch date.

Q. I see the platform moving front to back and side to side. Are there any other motions
involved?

A. AXIS2SS is a SURGE/SWAY platform only.
Q: how quiet or noisy is this to use

A: The electromechanical actuator noise is there, but it is not incredibly intrusive. This is a two
actuator solution and the actuators are underneath the platform which helps muffle the noise. Watch
the following video and you can tell there is minimal actuator noise.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l60hQBR2xU8
Q: How much total SURGE/SWAY is available?
A: (STANDARD 4” Actuator) SURGE 4” / 100MM (+/- 2”) SWAY 4” / 100MM (+/- 2”)

Q: What cockpits is AXIS2SS designed to support?
A: Playseat | Obutto | GT Omega | 80/20 | Custom cockpits are supported. Contact us to discuss your
particular cockpit and determine whether your cockpit will fit.

Q: What is the Warranty?
A: Limited lifetime warranty. For Warranty information go to:

http://www.simcraft.com/static_doc/Warranty_Info_STANDARD.html

Q: Will there be motion control software updates in the future? What is their cost?
A: Craftcon software updates are free for the life of the hardware and are specific to the
platforms purchased.

